The 2019 Swarthmore Lecture

On earth as it is in heaven
The Kingdom of God and the yearning of creation
As we face the terrifying challenges of climate change today, the spiritual power we require
will only come when we surrender every particle of our will and life into the hands of the living
God – when we die to ourselves in order to participate in the transformational inbreaking of the
Kingdom of God on earth.
In this deep and challenging lecture, Eden Grace explores the biblical, historical and spiritual
roots of Quakers’ contemporary witness to God’s creation. The chapters are interspersed with
several profiles of faithfulness from Friends around the world, and a comprehensive study
guide provides an opportunity to gather and reflect on how God might be calling Friends to
prophetic and transformative witness in our time.
Eden Grace is a member of New England Yearly Meeting and serves as the Director of Global
Ministries for Friends United Meeting (FUM). Prior to this, she spent nine years as FUM’s
Field Officer at the Africa Ministries Office in Kisumu, Kenya, where she helped African
and North American Quakers move away from donor-centric relationships to develop more
reciprocal partnerships. Eden describes her ministry as “decolonising Quakerism”.
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Jane Pearn draws on her
interest in language and
her 30 years as a Quaker
to consider the meaning of
concern in her own life and
in the lives of others.

Quakers are not unique in
the work they do, so what
is distinctive about their
approach and what can it
offer the world today?
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What happens when we
enter a Quaker meeting?
There is silence, certainly,
and sometimes from that,
spoken ministry; a moment
of reflection, inspiration; a
movement of the spirit.
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A perspective on British Quaker work
in the world today

Edited by Brian Phillips with John Lampen
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Phasellus convallis arcu quis
ligula. Aliquam erat volutpat. In eros augue,
mattis a, vehicula semper, interdum eget, nunc.
Nam dapibus suscipit nibh. In adipiscing risus
elementum tellus. Sed enim lorem, facilisis
et, cursus sit amet, commodo at, libero. Duis
mauris. Suspendisse mollis leo sit amet tortor.
Proin consequat, sem vulputate volutpat
semper, risus orci semper urna, eu tristique
augue diam scelerisque lacus. Vivamus congue.
Quisque vel felis. Duis dignissim tempus elit.
Nullam mauris. Sed ligula leo, pretium ac,
lacinia non, malesuada nec, metus. Class aptent
taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia
nostra, per inceptos hymenaeos. Sed tempus
dolor nec dolor. Phasellus venenatis nulla ac
lectus. Fusce euismod. Integer ut sem sit amet
diam lobortis auctor.
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Jane Pearn draws on her interest in language and
her 30 years as a Quaker to consider the meaning
of concern in her own life and in the lives of
others. A Woodbrooke Eva Koch Scholarship
in 2016 enabled her to spend time reflecting on
past Quaker writings and listening to Friends’
expressions of being led by the Spirit today.

QUAKERbooks

Have you ever wondered what Quakers mean
when they talk about a ‘concern’? While each
personal experience is unique, this book outlines
some general principles. It follows the course
of a concern from initial promptings to testing,
developing and acting on it, and eventually perhaps
laying it down. The author also explores other ways
in which Quakers might share their experience of
living out their faith in their daily lives.

The language of leadings

There is something in a Quaker concern that is
inherently communal… a relationship between
the individual and the meeting, between personal
leading and group discernment. Imagine an oak tree,
broad and strong, its roots reaching deep and wide.
The acorn took a while to germinate, but even before
that, interesting and invisible things were happening
inside it. Once it germinated, it needed nourishing
soil and protection. Now it has a strength and a
life of its own. Here is our corporate tested concern,
rooted in and growing out of Quaker beliefs.
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